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Amir warns no one will evade 
crimes against public funds

Sheikh Sabah says issue will have his ‘personal attention’ 

KUWAIT: HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah addresses the nation yesterday. — KUNA 

KUWAIT: HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah yesterday reaffirmed no one “whatso-
ever” would evade punishment related to public funds
crimes, and said this file “will be under my personal
attention”, urging the media and public to refrain from
dealing with issues being examined by the judiciary. 

“We reaffirm our relentless keenness on preserving
public funds, and our commitment to protecting them,
and affirm that no one, no matter his position, will evade
punishment if convicted in public funds crimes. There
shall be no protection to the corrupt, and this file will
have my personal attention,” the Amir underlined.

He noted that Kuwait is a state of institutions and
rule of law, whose constitution states that “all people
are equal in human dignity, and in public rights and
duties before the law.” HH the Amir, who regretted the
exchange of accusations in the media and social media
which “are rejected by our faith and tradition of
Kuwaiti people”, affirmed that the judiciary in Kuwait
is independent and integral and respected by all.

The Amir added that an issue was at the judiciary,
so the “media should refrain from dealing with this

issue until a verdict is issued...and it will be executed
once issued”. He urged the people to “be wise and
abide by values of our Kuwaiti society, which is keen
on refraining from tarnishing people and their reputa-
tion, and not unleashing unfounded accusations”. 

HH the Amir reiterated his commitment to freedom
of speech and expression, “but will not allow anything
to undermine security and stability of the nation, or
trigger devastating chaos”. “I call upon my fellow citi-
zens to be aware of the interests of our dear nation and
the protection of its security and stability, stand united
against whoever tries to undermine national unity, and
stay away from assemblies that might deviate from
their objectives and lead to chaos,” the Amir said, urg-
ing them to learn lessons from others. 

HH the Amir hoped the new government would
meet the aspirations of the Kuwaiti people, a matter
that requires “serious cooperation” between the
government, parliament and people. He said he is
confident the Kuwaiti people are capable of over-
coming all hardships towards national unity and
achievements. — KUNA 

By B Izzak

KUWAIT: Kuwait was yesterday rocked by a series
of political developments after HH the Prime
Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-
Sabah respectfully declined the PM’s post after the
Amir renamed him for the job. The Amir also sacked
two senior ministers - defense minister Sheikh
Nasser Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah and interior min-
ister Sheikh Khaled Al-Jarrah Al-Sabah - for feuding
in public and trading accusations.

But the main development was the denial of
Sheikh Jaber to form the new Cabinet, which means
his resignation as head of the government, paving
the way for appointing a new prime minister. Sheikh
Jaber was appointed to the post some eight years
ago following anti-corruption street demonstrations
against the former prime minister HH Sheikh Nasser

Al-Mohammad Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah, who resigned.
Sheikh Jaber was highly praised by HH the Amir

for doing a great job and serving the country. In his
letter of denial, the outgoing premier said what
prevented him from accepting the offer to form the
new Cabinet is scores of accusations and fabrica-
tions that filled media outlets and social media that
falsely and wrongly undermined his integrity and
reputation.

He said those baseless accusations “regrettably
originated from a colleague and a brother with
whom we have been enjoying strong relations for
the past 40 years, which could lead to grave conse-
quences at all levels.” Sheikh Jaber said he felt he
needed to prove his innocence and honesty, and
therefore he decided to apologize for not accepting
the offer to form the next Cabinet.

Continued on Page 24

Amir removes top ministers; PM declines post

KUWAIT: HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah receives outgoing Prime Minister HH Sheikh
Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah at Bayan Palace yesterday. — KUNA 

WASHINGTON: (From left) US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, UN Secretary General
Antonio Guterres, US Vice President Mike Pence and Kuwaiti Ambassador to the US
Sheikh Salem Al-Sabah are seen during the Kuwait-America Foundation gala dinner
for UNHCR held at the Kuwait Embassy. —KUNA 

KUWAIT: Interior ministry officials inaugurate the new system of online driving
license renewal for expats at The Avenues mall yesterday. 

WASHINGTON: HH the Amir of Kuwait
Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah “is a living symbol of wisdom and
compassion... being the only personality in
the world that the UN has recognized as a
humanitarian leader of the world,” UN
Secretary General Antonio Guterres said. 

Delivering his speech about Kuwait
and its generosity at the Kuwait-America
Foundation’s gala dinner for UNHCR held
at the Kuwait Embassy - an event attend-
ed by Secretary of State Mike Pompeo,
Vice President Mike Pence, and other offi-
cials - Guterres praised Kuwait and its
leader for commitment to humanitarian
causes around the globe, affirming that he
is very fond of Kuwait’s efforts.

Pence said it was an “honor” for him
and his wife to be part again of the
Kuwait-America Foundation’s annual
gala dinner, what he said is “becoming
a family tradition”. Pompeo was the
recipient of  this  year’s  Kuwait-
American Foundation’s Humanitarian
Award. “Kuwait doesn’t just write the
cheques...they hold conferences to get
others to contribute to these important
causes. They mobilize others in the
finest tradition of global leadership,” he
affirmed. Pompeo praised the bilateral
relationship between the US and
Kuwait, saying, “these two countries
have a long history together and a very
special history.” — KUNA (See Page 3) 

Guterres hails Amir, Kuwait; 
Pompeo, Pence praise ties

TEHRAN: Iran said it still faced riots even though
the situation was “calmer” yesterday after days of
violent protests sparked by a shock decision to
hike petrol prices in the sanctions-hit country.
Major roads have been blocked, banks torched and
shops looted in the nationwide unrest since Friday
that has left at least two dead - a civilian and a
policeman.  Masked young men were seen on
debris-strewn streets setting buildings ablaze in
footage that has been aired on state television,
which rarely shows any signs of dissent.
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Iran ‘calmer’ 
despite riots 
over petrol 

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: The interior ministry yesterday
launched the system of renewing driving
licenses online for expats at The Avenues mall
in the presence of Assistant Undersecretary
for Traffic Affairs and Operations Maj Gen
Jamal Al-Sayegh and other senior officials. It
said the traffic and operations sector in coop-
eration with the IT department launched the
service of renewing driving licenses through
the interior ministry’s website.  The ministry
added that the renewal procedure involves
logging on to www.moi.gov.kw and following
the instructions. The license can then be col-
lected from self-service kiosks located at The
Avenues mall (Rai), Kout mall (Fahaheel) and
interior ministry service centers.

Well-informed security sources told Al-
Anbaa daily that those who prefer personal
transactions will still be able to do so by visit-
ing relevant traffic departments and service
centers. The sources added that the interior
ministry is working on deploying enough
machines to deliver the driving licenses after
sending holders text messages directing them
to certain kiosks in certain locations to collect
the new licenses using their civil IDs for iden-
tification along with the expired licenses. 

“However, getting replacements for lost
or damaged licenses requires a visit to the
concerned traffic department,” the sources
said. They added that more online services
will be launched soon, since the online resi-
dency visa renewal infrastructure has
already been completed.  

MoI launches online 
driving license renewal

LONDON: The experiment was conducted dis-
creetly. Between 2016 and 2018, two surveillance
cameras were installed in the Kings Cross area of
London to analyze and track passers-by using
facial recognition technology. The deployment of
the cutting-edge technology at one of the British
capital’s busiest transport hubs, which was first
revealed in the Financial Times, has fuelled contro-
versy in Britain where its use does not yet have a
legal framework.

The company in charge of the project argued it
has acted “only to help the police... prevent and
detect crimes in the area”, and that it had no
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Facial recognition 
making subtle 
advance in UK


